
St. Leo’s School

We Set the Standards for Excellence

“A good teacher does not get lost in the details,
but points to what is essential

so that the child or student can find meaning and joy in life.”

Pope Francis

Dear SLS Families,

Welcome to St. Leo’s School. In choosing SLS, you have demonstrated a commitment to the mission, values and
philosophy of Catholic education.

The Parent/Student Handbook reflects the SLS mission, philosophy, beliefs, practices and policies for the
2022-2023 academic year. Please read this document carefully as a family and sign the attached agreement. This
agreement states that you and your family intend to abide by the mission, philosophy, beliefs, practices and
policies of SLS throughout the 2022-2023 academic year.

The administration, faculty and staff of SLS look forward to working with you to promote your child’s academic
excellence and spiritual development.

Together, let us pray that God, who has begun this good work in us, may carry it through to completion.

Respectfully and Sincerely,

Mark A. Shultz
SLS Principal
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St. Leo’s School

Mission

St. Leo’s Elementary School (SLS) challenges students to achieve academic excellence in a
nurturing yet rigorous, faith-based environment, inspiring them for a lifetime of faith,
learning and compassionate action toward a more just world.

Beliefs

At St. Leo’s School we believe in:

an outstanding Catholic education
the value of every individual in our School Community
working together and including all stakeholders
challenging curriculum that responds to and respects the needs of individual learners
a safe, secure, loving, inclusive and diverse environment
knowing, understanding, appreciating and including all cultures
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St. Leo’s School
We Set the Standards for Excellence

POLICIES & PROCEDURES

CODE OF CONDUCT

St. Leo’s School (SLS) strives to create a Christian atmosphere by loving one another and being inclusive of
everyone.

SLS families (Parents and students) partner with administration, faculty and staff to create and enforce best
practices, policies and procedures for all stakeholders with sensitivity to the entire School Community.

Sometimes, SLS families may need to express concerns or offer suggestions about their child’s education or school
policies. Please utilize the following chain of communication:

1. When a parental concern is focused on the child in the classroom, be it academic or social, the first contact is
the child’s teacher.

2. The teacher may consult with the Dean of Students, a school specialist, or the principal to explore a student’s
academic, social or emotional issues more fully. These professionals may observe the student in the
classroom, conduct formal or informal assessments, as well as consult directly with the family to provide
guidance and intervention.

3. If the issue is social/emotional, an outside consultant may also be a resource.
4. Administration is available to work toward improvement in complex situations and may become immediately

involved in serious disciplinary situations.
5. If a parent feels that there is an impediment to the communication with the child’s teacher, he/she should

contact the principal.
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St. Leo’s School
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There are times when SLS families have questions, suggestions, or opinions that they would like to share with the
school.

● When the issue involves curriculum, programs, procedures and policies, please contact the assistant to
the principal or the principal directly to discuss the concern.

● The administration decides what is in the best interests of the entire community in concurrence with the
policies established by the Archdiocese of Newark and the School Advisory Board.

SLS Families play a crucial role in the education of their children and the school asks that families do the following
to strengthen our partnership:

Become familiar with and support the school’s mission, policies, guidelines and channels of communication.
Review school communications in a timely manner as well as attend parent-teacher meetings and
conferences.
Cooperate with the school in any disciplinary or academic matters and deal promptly with any situations that
may rise.
Inform the school about changes in the home environment - birth of a sibling, separation, death of a family
member or close friend, or other conditions that may have an impact on a child’s well-being.
Provide a quiet place for study at home and encourage your child to be responsible for his or her work.
Be respectful in all interactions with school personnel and other families.
Follow the instructions of those directing traffic around the school, knowing the procedures they are enforcing
are for the protection of all.
Avoid taking children on vacation when school is in session.

SLS reserves the right to cancel the enrollment contract at any time or not to offer re-enrollment if the school
concludes that the actions of a student, parent or guardian make a constructive relationship impossible or interfere
with the school’s accomplishment of its educational purposes.
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St. Leo’s School
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Academic Honesty

Academic Honesty is essential to learning at SLS. A community of scholars functions only when students take full
responsibility for their own work. Academic Honesty is our daily expectation and binds us together as we pursue
greater understanding. Behaviors contrary to this expectation are three forms of academic dishonesty: cheating,
plagiarism, and lying to faculty with regards to academic matters. Cheating and plagiarism are academic theft and
will not be tolerated.

Cheating means copying someone else’s work or giving or receiving assistance on a quiz, test, paper, or other work
for credit, in an attempt to deceive the teacher into thinking that the work is the student’s own.

Examples include:
● Allowing someone else to write a paper or part of a paper without acknowledging assistance
● Copying another student’s answers on an assessment, in-class assessments (tests and quizzes) or homework

assignments
● Using banned resources during an assessment
● Copying another student’s Google doc and submitting it as one’s own work
● Obtaining and giving out information about an assessment to students in other study groups

Plagiarism is the direct copying of words or ideas from any source (another student, a website, a book) without
proper attribution or re-wording of text or ideas. In all cases, the plagiarist has presented the work of another as
his or her own. To avoid plagiarism, students must document everything that is not the result of their own thinking.

Lying to a faculty member with regard to academic matters is the third form of academic dishonesty. This covers
verbal as well as written interactions between students and faculty. For example, if a student were to communicate
to a teacher in a conversation or in any form of writing that he or she had completed and/or submitted an
assignment for credit when in fact that was not the case, the student would be in violation of our code of conduct.
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After consultation with all stakeholders (student(s), parent(s), teacher(s), Dean of Students, and principal, if
necessary), the severity of the infraction will be determined and appropriate academic and/or disciplinary
consequences will be assigned. Consequences may range from a failing grade on the assignment to suspension
and/or expulsion from the SLS community.

Personal Property and School Property

The SLS community values respect for self, others, and the environment. To that end, the school is your home away
from home. At the same time, for everyone’s safety and security, SLS asks that students not bring valuables or
collectables to school at any time since they may be disruptive to the learning environment, or can be misplaced,
lost or stolen. Students are required to place all personal property in their cubbies or lockers upon arrival. SLS will
not be responsible for lost or stolen articles.

Unlike personal property, school property is shared by all members of the school community. Therefore, we all must
work together to maintain and care for shared spaces, leaving everything as we find it upon our arrival. If you
accidentally break or lose something, SLS asks that you tell a faculty member what happened and work with the
school to repair or replace any broken or lost items. SLS has a zero tolerance for theft or vandalism (the malicious
destruction or defacement of property). If you witness any vandalism (i.e. graffiti), SLS expects its students to
report it to a faculty member immediately. Upon investigation, vandals will be held legally responsible to make
financial reparations. In addition, disciplinary consequences may range from suspension to expulsion.

Policy on Rolling Admissions
SLS accepts eligible students throughout the year as long as we have openings. Whenever available spaces are
limited in any given grade level, preference will be given to registered parishioners of St. Leo’s Parish.

Notice of Non-Discrimination Policy
SLS admits students of any race, color, national and ethnic origin to all rights, privileges, programs and activities
generally accorded or made available to students at schools in the Archdiocese of Newark. The schools of the
Archdiocese of Newark do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national and ethnic origin in administration of
educational policies, admission policies, loan programs, and athletic and other school-administered programs.
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We Set the Standards for Excellence

Absences & Tardiness
When a student is absent from school, a parent should call the office by 10:00 a.m. each day of the absence. If
the office does not receive a call, a parent will be contacted. This policy is for the protection of our students.

Students should be fever free for 24 hours before returning to school.
Students who are sent home during the school day with a fever will not be allowed to return to school the next day
as this would not allow for the 24-hour protection of the entire school community.

A written statement giving reasons for an absence and/or tardiness must be brought to the office. These
notes/letters will be retained in the office for one year. Should absence for any reason other than illness seem
imperative, parents are requested to consult with the principal for it to be excused. Tardiness is always unexcused.
Traffic is not an excuse for tardiness.

Teachers are not required to give make-up tests or assignments for unexcused absences or
tardiness. No assignment will be given in anticipation of an unauthorized vacation or unexcused
absence.

Arrangements for regular classroom tests missed because of an excused absence are to be made with the
individual teachers. These tests must be taken within one week of the original test date.

Excessive absences (40), excessive tardiness (10), or a combination of both may cause a student to be
retained in the current grade for another year. Attendance and Punctuality are life skills, and SLS will
determine the academic and disciplinary consequences necessary to develop these essential skills.
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Transfers
All transfer requests must be made in writing. It is the policy of the school that no transfers be approved, or
records released from the school until all outstanding obligations have been fulfilled.

Emergency School Closing and Delayed Openings
An emergency closing may occur due to inclement weather, no heat, severe absenteeism on the part of the faculty
or students due to flu, measles, etc. Notification will be given in several ways.

▪ School Messenger and at least one of the following: Facebook or School Website

▪ Inclement Weather – NBC Television

School Policy on Posting Information on the Internet
The Internet is a public forum with unrestricted access. For this reason, the school restricts permission for the
posting of information related to the school, school staff, or other students in any form on the Internet or in any
form of electronic communication without specific written permission from the administration. The posting or any
such information on any website, bulletin board, chat room, e-mail, or other messaging system without permission,
or the posting or transmission of images or information in any format related to the school, staff, or students that
are defamatory, scurrilous, pornographic, or which could be construed as threatening or impugning the character of
another person is prohibited and will make any person involved in the posting or transmission of such material
subject to disciplinary action deemed appropriate by the administration at the parish, school, and/or by the
Archdiocese of Newark. Engagement in any social media forum or network site may result in the student’s
immediate dismissal from SLS if the content includes defamatory comments regarding the school, faculty, other
students or the parish.

***CELL PHONES ARE FORBIDDEN ON YOUR PERSON DURING SCHOOL WITHOUT ADMINISTRATIVE APPROVAL***
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Curriculum
Newark Diocesan schools follow the NJS Core Curriculum Content Standards. However, in our Catholic schools
this curriculum is carried out in a religious atmosphere. Although religion is taught formally in the classrooms,
Christian principles become an integral part of the entire school program.

The curriculum is reviewed, mapped and updated by the principal in conjunction with faculty and Archdiocese of
Newark.

Assemblies
Educational assemblies occur in the school throughout the year. All assembly programs must be approved by the
SLS administration..

Field Trips
SLS requires all field trips to be curriculum related and approved by the SLS administration.

Extracurricular Activities
Extra curricular activities are those that are not part of the academic program but serve to enhance the education
process and provide for well integrated student development. Activity programs and meetings will be held after
school hours on school days. Designated times and meeting places will be assigned for each group.
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Appointments with Teachers
Please email and/or send a note to your child’s teacher requesting an appointment. Suggest three or four
possible dates. Parent meetings will generally be scheduled from 2:45 to 3:30, after dismissal, M-F. Parent
Teacher Conferences are on the school calendar and may take place at any time upon request by the parent
and/or classroom teacher. Parents should never disrupt classes for unscheduled feedback.

Appointments with Principal
Parents are welcome to request an appointment with the principal. However, if the appointment concerns a
particular teacher or subject, parents are requested to first set up an appointment with that teacher. Should an
appointment with the principal still appear to be necessary, one will be arranged.

Fire Drills/Lock Down Drills
Fire drills are conducted twice a month, as directed by New Jersey State Regulations. School Lock-Downs or
evacuations are conducted regularly as well.

Security
Please do not call in messages to be delivered to your children during school hours. This added responsibility
should not be placed on teachers or administrative staff. Any necessary directives should be given to the children
before they leave for school in the morning. When visiting, you must have an appointment and enter the school
by the front door on Market Street. You must always announce your presence by reporting to the
school office. This policy is for the safety and security of all the children.

Visitors
Anyone not employed by St. Leo’s School is a visitor and must report to the office upon entry and receive a pass.
The Market Street entrance will be the ONLY approved entrance to the school for visitors during school hours.
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Religious Education
Non-Catholic students are welcome at SLS and are expected to understand and agree that the school exists to
educate in the framework of Catholic Values. Non-Catholic students must participate in religion classes and liturgical
services scheduled during the school year.

Religious Formation
The primary purpose of our school is to enrich and encourage the spiritual development of our students which you,
the parents/guardians, have begun in the home. It is expected that parents/guardians send their children to our
school because they wish their children to be encouraged in all the practices of the Catholic faith. Regular
participation in Mass on Sundays is expected of all our Catholic students. There is no better teacher of the practice
of our faith than the example of the parents/guardians. Parents/guardians are the first teachers of the children in
such things as good manners, correct speech, neat appearance, diligent study habits, but especially in attitudes
regarding the practice of religion.

Please encourage your child’s growth in knowledge and practice of his/her faith. Help him/her grow in that faith.
Ask to see the religion book. Talk to him/her about what is discussed in religion class. Encourage daily prayer
(morning and evening), participation in Mass on Sundays, frequent reception of the Sacraments, purity in thoughts,
words and actions, care for others, and service to others.

THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE PARISH ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN THE ARCHDIOCESE OF NEWARK IS
RELIGIOUS, THEREFORE, ST. LEO’S SCHOOL AIMS TO GRADUATE STUDENTS:

1.WHO ARE COMMITTED CHRISTIANS
This begins with knowledge of the religious traditions and values. The goal imposes on teachers the responsibility to
instruct in the history of God’s love in the scriptures. The total program is based on the fact that the student will
come to know God and to develop a commitment of faith.

2.WHO WILL DEVELOP A LIVING FAITH
The fact imposes on teachers the responsibility to teach children that faith is a choice which draws one closer to
God.
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3.WHO ARE ABLE TO GIVE WITNESS TO THEIR FAITH
The examples of teachers’ own lives inspire the children to understand the life of Christ in their lives.
Parents/guardians, priests, religious and lay teachers can point the way for young people to believe and support
Christian beliefs, values, and attitudes.

In addition to the prescribed Religious Education Program and Curriculum, the following are part of the school’s
religious program:

1. Daily class prayer
2. Celebration of the Eucharist at various times
3. Instruction, in conjunction with the parish Sacramental program, in the Sacraments of Baptism, Penance,

Eucharist, and Confirmation.
4. Scripture Study
5. Small group para-liturgical services such as prayers services and penance services.

Fingerprinting, Virtus
All volunteers must be fingerprinted. This is both Archdiocese policy and N.J. State law. Virtus training is required
by the Archdiocese of Newark. All information regarding these procedures is available in the main office.

Care of School Property by students
Students will exercise care of all school books, supplies, desks and equipment utilized by them in either curricular or
extracurricular activities.
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School Policy on Harassment, Discrimination and Violence
As parents and educators, we have a joint responsibility to maintain an environment free of violence, threats or
other forms of intimidation, harassment or discrimination. We must be vigilant, alert and prepared to act
appropriately. All threats whether verbal, physical, written, via internet, or using a weapon will be taken seriously.
Students who make threats, intimidate, or bully others will be suspended from school. Additional Consequences
may also be required such as a Psychological Evaluation, regular meetings with a school counselor, social worker
or outside professional, probation, a behavioral contract, and/or a “Stay Away Agreement” to protect victims of

Harassment or Bullying. Students may return to school only if and when the consequences required by the
administration, in consultation with parent(s) or guardian(s) are met. At that time, parents will be informed that
a second offense will result in expulsion.

As parents and educators, we can detect early warning signs, (changes in student behavior, the student’s
deportment and dress, written, verbal and non-verbal communication).

Some helpful hints for parents:
▪ Let your children express their thoughts and feelings.

▪ Be a good listener.

▪ Know who their friends are and what they do when away from home.

▪ Keep in touch with your children’s teachers and be involved in school extracurricular activities.

▪ Correct your child when necessary.

▪ Each child must take responsibility for his/her actions.

▪ Parents, be consistent when dealing with your child’s behavior.

▪ Ensure that all children are treated fairly and with respect.
We Set the Standards for Excellence
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▪ Build their self esteem.

▪ Set an example for your children to be respectful and positive citizens.

Weapons

A weapon is an object that can be used to threaten or injure another student. It includes, but is not limited to,
“dangerous weapons”, as defined by state law which include a firearm, knife, pocket knife, etc.

Any student discovered to be in possession of a weapon on school property will be immediately removed from
school pending investigation. Elmwood Park police department will be notified to assist in any necessary
investigation. Students found to be in violation of the weapon’s policy or commits an assault on a student, teacher,
administrator, or any person on school property will be immediately expelled from St. Leo’s School for a period no
less than one year.  The expulsion can be modified by the school principal on a case-by case basis. Elmwood Park
police department will be notified to assist in the investigation.

Grading, Examinations, Standardized Testing, Report Cards and Conferences
Student achievement and progress is measured in a variety of ways: class participation, homework, quizzes,
chapter tests, progress reports, project presentations, research reports, and portfolio assessments as grade
appropriate.

Assignments/Homework/Grading

Students are expected to complete all assignments promptly, as directed by their teachers. Homework is an
integral part of a student’s education. It should provide practice in materials learned in school and be a time for
gathering further information. Parents should take an active role in helping students meet homework expectations
for each grade. Specifics for homework will be further addressed in individual classrooms.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL DETENTION POLICY

Definition of Detention: A detention is a period of time that is purposefully taken away from a student’s extra-
curricular or non-curricular time. At this time, it will involve a teacher-supervised activity after school. Typically, it
will involve 45 minutes of quiet reflection in which the student will sit silently completing an assigned task* until
dismissed by the supervising teacher. *Reflection essay on what brought them to detention. Students should bring
an independent book to read (not homework) when completed.

Assigned Time and Date: 2:45 PM to 3:30 PM on Mondays and Thursdays. Students and Parents will be given 24
Hours Notice of date and time to serve. Detentions must be served on their assigned date, regardless of any
extra-curricular activity or commitment (No Exceptions without Administrative Approval).

Primary Reasons for Assigning Detentions:

This list is not meant to be all inclusive

● Repeated failure to complete classwork and/or homework in a timely fashion..
● Poor Attendance and or Frequent Tardiness to Community Time.
● Frequent Tardiness between classes.
● Disruption to class activities through poor behavior.
● Being disrespectful to peers and/or teachers.
● Being unkind to peers and/or teachers.
● Potentially harmful horseplay, especially during recess.
● Being unprepared for Class.
● Dress Code Violation.
● Misuse of Chromebooks
● School Policy Violations. i.e. Having cell phones or earbuds out during the school day.
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Subject Area Grading for Grades Pre-K - 3

E = Exceeds (High Understanding) - Student demonstrates a high level of skill, knowledge and performance.
S= Secure (Understanding Demonstrated)- Student has a solid understanding of concepts, skills and knowledge.
D=Developing (Growth Demonstrated) - Student demonstrates progress, but lacks full understanding.
B- Beginning (Beginning Stages)- Student demonstrates an emerging interest in concepts being taught.
N = Not Yet Performing (Assistance Required) - Student lacks understanding and requires teacher support.

Social Development and Study Skills

E = Exceeds (High Understanding)
S= Secure (Understanding Demonstrated)
D=Developing (Growth Demonstrated)
B- Beginning (Beginning Stages)
N = Not Yet Performing (Assistance Required)

Subject Area Grading for Grades 4-8
A+ = 97-100
A = 92-96
B+ = 88-91
B = 83-87
C+ = 78-82
C = 73-77
D = 70-72
U = Below 70 Failure
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Enrichment Area & Personal Development Grading for Grades K-8
O = Outstanding
S = Satisfactory
I = Improvement Needed
U = Unsatisfactory

Honor Roll

This year we will be celebrating Academic Achievement for Grades 4-8 by acknowledging students during community time and posting their
achievement by grade level on Bulletin Boards.

Principal’s Honors

Overall Trimester Grade: A, 95% or higher in core subjects: Religion, ELA, Math, Science, Social Studies, Spanish. All Specials
and Personal Development Grades must be S or higher. Written Communication Grade must be 4 or higher.

1st Honors: Overall Trimester Grade: B+, 90% or higher in core subjects: Religion, ELA, Math, Science, Social Studies, Spanish.
All Specials and Personal Development Grades must be S or higher. Written Communication Grade must be 4 or higher.

2nd Honors: Overall Trimester Grade: B, 85% or higher in core subjects: Religion, ELA, Math, Science, Social Studies, Spanish.
All Specials and Personal Development Grades must be S or higher. Written Communication Grade must be 4 or higher.
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Conferences
Parent, teacher, student conferences are scheduled after the first trimester for all students. Parents may request
conferences at any time by sending an email or written request to the teacher.

ST. LEO’S SCHOOL HEALTH POLICY

St. Leo’s School has a part-time nurse on staff. The school nurse checks health records each year and will send you
a reminder of the required immunizations your child still needs.

Students will be excluded from school if the immunization schedule is not completed within 14 days of
the notice.

Medical exemption of immunization must be signed by the child’s physician.

Medication Policy
It is preferred that medications be administered at home; however, it is also recognized that certain
circumstances may necessitate administering medications during school hours.

If a student requires either prescription or over the counter medication during school hours, school health
policy requires that you provide a written request for the medication. Your private physician must also provide
written orders detailing the diagnosis or type of illness being treated, the name of the medication, dosage,
and administration route, time of administration and length of treatment. This includes any medication that a
student will self-administer due to asthma or other potentially life-threatening illness.
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All medications must be kept locked in a cabinet and administered by school personnel.

Medication must be in the original pharmacy labeled container. Medications must have a valid
expiration date.

Illness
Please keep your child home from school if your child:

● Has a contagious illness such as strep throat, flu, etc.
● Has had a fever within the past 24 hours
● Is vomiting or has diarrhea
● Has red/pink eyes or drainage from the
eyes ● Has head lice

Please note that this list is a guideline. The school nurse/principal reserves the right to dismiss students
deemed too ill to be in school. If your child is sent home due to fever, he/she must be fever free for 24 hours
before returning to school. This means fever free without medication.

Students who arrive after 11:30 am or leave before 11:30 am are marked as absent for the day.

Students who are absent from the school day, or dismissed due to illness, are not permitted to participate in any
extracurricular activities on that day.
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SCHOOL UNIFORMS

Dress Code-Uniforms
Students must be in uniform everyday, unless otherwise specified. This is a requirement and parents will be
called if a child is not in uniform.

● Shoes: Both boys and girls are to wear totally black shoes or sneakers as part of the dress code. On
casual days, follow the published guidelines for the day.

● Hair: Neither boys nor girls may have hair covering their eyes. Boy’s hair should not touch the
shirt collar. No bizarre haircuts such as mushroom, tracks, skinheads, rat tails, etc. will be tolerated. No
bizarre hair colors or arrangements for girls. Excessive hair ornaments are not allowed.

● Earrings: No boys attending St. Leo’s School will be permitted to wear earrings of any type. Girls are
permitted to wear pin type earrings only. Anything else is unacceptable. No jewelry may be worn
during gym classes.

● All uniform regulations and guidelines are subject to the discretion of the principal.
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NUTRITION POLICY

SLS recognizes that child and adolescent obesity has reached excessive levels in the United States and that poor
diet combined with the lack of physical activity negatively impacts on students’ health and their ability and
motivation to learn. The school is committed to:

Providing students with healthy and nutritious foods
Encouraging the consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables, low fat milk and whole grains
Supporting healthy eating through nutrition education
Providing students with the opportunity to engage in daily physical activity

All meals served at the school shall meet Federal nutrient standards as required by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Child Nutrition Program regulations.

This policy does not apply to medically authorized special needs diets pursuant to 7 CFR Part 210 or special needs
students whose individualized Education Plan (IEP) indicates their use for behavior modification.

Adequate time shall be allowed for student meal consumption. Recess is scheduled for 20 minutes on every full day
of school. The playground will be used weather permitting, and physical activity is encouraged for all students.
Physical education classes are scheduled weekly for all grades.

St. Leo’s School’s curriculum will incorporate nutrition education and physical activity consistent with the New
Jersey Department of Education Core Curriculum Standards.

St. Leo’s School is committed to promoting the Nutrition Policy with all food vendors, teachers, nurses, and other
school administrative staff so they have the skills they need to implement this policy and promote healthy eating
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practices. St. Leo’s School will work toward expanding awareness about this policy among students, parents,
teachers and the community at large.

We Set the Standards for Excellence

Serving healthy snacks to our children is important in providing good nutrition for growth and development,
supporting lifelong healthy eating habits and in helping to prevent disabling diseases in the future. The federal
government has established a standard nutrition policy that all schools receiving any funding must follow.

The Nutrition Policy promotes students’ improved nutrition and recommends that we encourage families to support
and partner in initiatives that are intended to improve their children’s health by promoting healthy eating.

This school year we are encouraging parents to send in healthy snacks for birthday and holiday celebrations;
eliminating foods with no nutritional value. Some healthy food suggestions are:

Fruits
Vegetables
No sugar applesauce
Healthy grain crackers or rice cakes
Low fat yogurt or cheese

Since we have many children with nut/peanut allergies, we ask that you do not send in any products containing
these ingredients. Please notify classroom teachers of the intended snack being sent one week in advance as we do
have children with other types of allergies. As a Christian community, we want to do all that is possible to keep our
children safe and secure.

If your child has his/her lunch or water bottle at home, you need to notify the school or drop off their lunch no later
than 9am. Also, per our school nutrition policy, fast food and soda cannot be delivered and will not be allowed for
lunch.
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St. Leo’s School
To alleviate the congestion from missing lunches, we will notify parents of any student who came down to the office
after 9am regarding a missing lunch.

Below is a sample of the lunch we will provide them:
·         A water bottle
·         Packet of cheese and crackers and/or goldfish
·         Applesauce
·         Cheese stick

This policy will also apply on Fridays. Pizza must be ordered through our vendor, No Fuss Lunch.

Thank you for your cooperation in helping us promote healthy eating habits and in keeping our children healthy
and safe.
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St. Leo’s School

We Set the Standards for Excellence

Homework
Homework is an integral part of the educational process. In addition to reinforcing specific subjects in the
curriculum, homework can and should be used to:

Develop responsibility and good study habits
Encourage growth of the individual student to his/her full potential
Enhance communication skills
Apply knowledge to real-life situations in a meaningful way
Provide each student an opportunity to develop independent judgment
Think critically and problem solve

Assigning homework provides opportunities for students to reinforce and practice newly-acquired skills and recent
learnings. Homework may also consist of assignments that help students prepare for class participation. Equally
important and often overlooked is the important fact that homework is an exercise in developing responsibility and
good study habits. These are skills that are essential to students being successful in school, as well as in later life.

Parent support of homework is an extremely important factor towards building positive attitudes and
successful study habits.

Parent’s Role in Education
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St. Leo’s School
We, at St. Leo’s School, consider it a privilege to work with parents in the education of children because we believe
parents are the primary educators of their children. Therefore, it is your right and your duty to become the primary
role models for the development of your child’s life – physically, mentally, spiritually, emotionally, and
psychologically. Your choice of St. Leo’s School involves a commitment and exhibits a concern for helping your child
to recognize God as the greatest good in his/her life.

We Set the Standards for Excellence

Good example is the strongest teacher. Your personal relationship with God, with each other, and with the Church
community will affect the way your child relates to God and others. Ideals taught in school are not well rooted in
the child unless these are nurtured by the example of good Catholic/Christian morality and by an honest personal
relationship with God in your family life.

Once you have chosen to enter into a partnership with us at St. Leo’s School, we trust you will be loyal to this
commitment. During these formative years (Pre-k to 8), your child needs constant support from both parents and
faculty in order to develop his/her moral, intellectual, social, cultural, and physical endowment. Neither parents nor
teachers can afford to doubt the sincerity of the efforts of their educational partner in the quest of challenging, yet
nourishing, the student to reach his/her potential. It is vital that both parents and teachers remember that
allowing oneself to be caught between the student and the other partner will never have positive results.

To divide authority between school and home or within the home will only teach disrespect of all
authority. If there is an incident at school, you as parents must make investigation of the complete story your
first step. Evidence of mutual respect between parents and teachers will model good mature behavior and
relationships.

Students are naturally eager to grow and learn. However, sometimes in the process of maturation new interests
may cause them to lose focus. As this natural process occurs, the student needs both understanding and
appropriate consequences. At times, your child may perceive necessary consequences as restrictive. However, it
is boundaries and limits which provide a young person with both guidance and security.
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St. Leo’s School
It is essential that a child take responsibility for the grades he/she has earned and be accountable for homework,
long-term assignments, major tests, service projects, and all other assignments. This responsibility also extends to
times when he/she is absent or tardy.

Together, let us begin this year with a commitment to partnership as we support one another in helping your child
to become the best person he/she is capable of becoming.

We Set the Standards for Excellence

Parent Signature Page

Please click on the following link to confirm you have read and agree to follow the school
policies and procedures as stated.

https://forms.gle/m7JN9x5SzBQZGZuJ9
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